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A Salute to Woodstock Era Music
"max Yasgur's Farm", which takes it's name from the farmer who leased his property to the
Woodstock Festival promoters in 1969 has gained a well deserved reputation for its complex vocal
harmonies, driving guitar work and faithful renditions of the music of the period.
This “Woodstock Generation” band transports audiences through a Rock & Roll Retrospective
Romp, a Far-Out, Festive Filled, Flower-Powered, Fling through the Summer of Love of the '60's.
The group's high energy and vocally challenging performances feature songs that are rarely attempted
by other bands, refreshing the memory of the listener; audiences light up and say, “I remember that song!”
Dylan, Fleetwood Mac, The Guess Who, Mamas & Papas, Beatles, Cream, Doby Grey, Joe Cocker and
Crosby, Stills and Nash are some of the groups covered in their act. (See the cover list in the promo packet)
The shows feature skilled performances with great songs and humorous stories mingled in.
The group is dynamic and versatile in its presentation. Shows feature the full band with all the impact
of a rock concert. They have developed a fine sense of delivering a song the way the original artist might in a
live performance, distilling the essence of the tune without simply mimicking the album. There is an
unexpected electric power as they deliver the acoustic tunes. They then take a moment or two as a trio, duo,
or solo. Renditions of early Bob Dylan tunes include Dylan’s trademark harmonica and raspy vocals. The
duo presents Simon & Garfunkel with loving exactness. The trio has left many audiences spellbound with its
meticulous arrangement of CSN’s “Helplessly Hoping”. Then the band Rocks the house with Joe Cocker’s
Beatle cover “A Little Help From My Friends”.
Visually, the group’s costuming reflects the expected Hippie Motif. Movement and antics on stage
add to the energy. The interaction with and inclusion of the audience in their performances keep the show
feeling “real” and fresh, like a magnificent concert should. With great stage presence, guitar driven rhythms
and full vocal harmonies, max Yasgur’s Farm will provide your audience with an experience that is a step
up from the norm.

Visit them on the internet at www.maxband.net.
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